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Hindawi journals have a **slightly different workflow for authors**, managed through the system Phenom, as opposed to prior workflows taking place in Wiley’s EEO/submission systems or Wiley Author Services.

As part of their submission workflow, authors will be asked to input all authors on the paper. Please note it is this step that **triggers eligibility**.

This system only allows for **one corresponding author (CA)** to be labelled here. Each author can only add **one affiliation**.

Authors will get **emails** on:
- Submission, acceptance, rejection, or withdrawal of manuscript
- Approval or denial of request
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3. Manuscript & Author Details

Please provide the details of all the authors of this manuscript, in the order that they appear on the manuscript.

Your details have been prefilled as the submitting author.

Manuscript Title *
Test manuscript for author’s guide

Manuscript Type *
Please select

Abstract *
Test abstract of my manuscript.

Authors + ADD AUTHOR

#1 Author SUBMITTING CORRESPONDING
Email: aurelia.apetrei+author@hind... John Doe
Affiliation: University of Cambridge, Ca...
Country: United Kingdom of Great Bri...
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